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Abstract

Current talking face generation methods mainly focus
on speech-lip synchronization. However, insufficient inves-
tigation on the facial talking style leads to a lifeless and
monotonous avatar. Most previous works fail to imitate ex-
pressive styles from arbitrary video prompts and ensure the
authenticity of the generated video. This paper proposes an
unsupervised variational style transfer model (VAST) to viv-
ify the neutral photo-realistic avatars. Our model consists
of three key components: a style encoder that extracts facial
style representations from the given video prompts; a hybrid
facial expression decoder to model accurate speech-related
movements; a variational style enhancer that enhances the
style space to be highly expressive and meaningful. With
our essential designs on facial style learning, our model is
able to flexibly capture the expressive facial style from ar-
bitrary video prompts and transfer it onto a personalized
image renderer in a zero-shot manner. Experimental results
demonstrate the proposed approach contributes to a more
vivid talking avatar with higher authenticity and richer ex-
pressiveness.

1. Introduction
Building audio-driven photo-realistic avatars to provide

humanoid and natural interaction experiences for users is
highly attractive. This technology has great potential in
various scenarios, such as human-computer interaction, vir-
tual reality, filmmaking, game creation, and online edu-
cation. While previous works [36, 2, 37, 3, 28, 51, 27]
have achieved great strides in generating high-quality avatar
videos with speech-aligned lip movements, the lack of ex-
pressive facial expressions still limits their widespread use.
Facial expressions convey more information beyond the
speech context and can make the speech more persuasive,
encouraging, and appealing. This creates a vivid avatar
other than a neutral talking avatar.

Several recent approaches [44, 14, 49, 13] aim to gen-
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Figure 1: Concept diagram for the proposed method. Ex-
pressive video prompt is employed to amend the expression
prediction for vivid avatar generation.

erate vivid avatars by modeling facial talking style infor-
mation. For instance, [44, 14] introduce discrete emotional
labels to provide explicit style guidance. StyleAvatar [49]
represents the facial styles with manually-defined features.
GC-AVT [21] and EAMM [13] disentangles style from the
raw reference video images. Although these methods can
improve the expressiveness of generated avatars, they still
suffer from certain limitations: 1) They struggle to transfer
natural facial styles from arbitrary video in a robust man-
ner; 2) The style representation derived by these methods
cannot effectively preserve the style being imitated, result-
ing in the deficient expressiveness of the synthesized avatar;
3) These methods compromise the authenticity of the gen-
eration, particularly in terms of speech-lip synchronization
and naturalness.

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised VAriational
Style Transfer model (VAST) to vivify the neutral photo-
realistic avatar with arbitrary video prompts. As shown in
Fig. 1, compared to conventional approaches, the proposed
model utilizes the video prompts as an additional input,
alongside a speech utterance and a template video of the
target avatar, to generate a vivid avatar that reenacts speech-
synchronized mouth movements with facial style that trans-
ferred from the given video prompt.



The proposed VAST designs an unsupervised encoder-
decoder architecture to learn facial style representation dur-
ing training, and transfer the style in a zero-shot man-
ner during inference. The encoder, based on the convolu-
tional and recurrent network, obtains robust style represen-
tation from variable-length expression sequences. To fur-
ther enhance the expressiveness of the learned representa-
tion, a variational autoencoder-based style enhancer is in-
corporated, that utilizes normalizing flow to enrich the di-
agonal posterior. During decoding, VAST designs a hybrid
decoder constructed with the autoregressive (AR) and non-
autoregressive (NAR) networks, that separately estimate the
speech-weakly-related and speech-strongly-related expres-
sion parameters. Specially, to ensure flexible facial style
transfer, a parametric face model [48] is employed for ro-
bust facial parameters extraction. In the end, a pretrained
image renderer is utilized to synthesize visual appearances
for the photo-realistic avatar. Extensive experiments have
demonstrated that VAST outperforms state-of-the-art meth-
ods with higher authenticity and richer expressiveness in
vivid avatar video generation. In expressiveness user study,
the proposed VAST achieves a relative improvement of
14.4% comparing to state-of-the-art approaches.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as:
1) We propose a variational style transfer model and effec-
tively transfer arbitrary expressive facial style onto a neutral
avatar to produce vivid results in a zero-shot manner. 2) The
proposed variational style enhancer obtains more expressive
generation. 3) The proposed hybrid decoder guarantees the
speech-lip synchronization and overall authenticity.

2. Related Works
The audio-driven talking avatar generation task aims to

generate talking videos from the given speech. We review
the related works from two aspects, including the general
pipelines of talking avatar and style modeling in talking
avatar.
Audio-driven talking avatar. The generation pipelines of
audio-driven talking avatar can be divided into two cat-
egories: image-warping and template-editing.The image-
warping pipeline [2, 3, 28, 23, 23, 53, 27] aims at building a
general model to drive a single portrait image. DualLip [3]
and Wav2Lip [28] directly learn a repairment from audio
for the cropped mouth region. PC-AVS [53] implicitly dis-
entangles the audio and visual representations for pose con-
trol. SyncTalkFace [27] retrieves image features with the
memory-aligned audio features for finer details. LSP [23]
presents a live system that generates personalized talking-
head animation. AVCT [45] warps the image by infer-
ring the keypoint based dense motion fields. The template-
editing pipeline [36, 17, 37, 47, 18, 22, 50] aims at building
a person-specific image renderer. Early attempts [36, 17]
leverage numerous video footage of a specific person. Re-

cent works [37, 47] introduce the 3D structural intermediate
information [7] into the video-based pipeline and reduce the
training data. Several works also devote efforts to environ-
ment denoising [18] and lip coherence [22] for the more sta-
ble performance. The image-warping pipeline struggles to
handle the background and face distortion issues, resulting
in inauthentic synthetic results. In this paper, the proposed
method is built on the template-editing pipeline to achieve
better video synthesizing quality.
Style modeling in talking avatar. Recently, several stud-
ies [44, 14, 49, 26, 13, 21, 24] have explored how to gener-
ate a more vivid avatar by modeling the facial talking style.
MEAD [44] collects an emotional talking face dataset and
achieves coarse-grained emotion control. EVP [14] utilizes
this dataset and synthesizes more emotional dynamics by
decoupling speech into different latent features. NED [26]
attempts to explore the style representation from the ref-
erence video, but it still needs labeled data for training.
In the meantime, NED only manipulates the emotion and
preserves the speech, which is not audio-driven. GC-AVT
[21] and EAMM [13] also incorporate MEAD dataset, and
they struggle to derive emotion factor from the raw im-
ages, which is not flexible for arbitrary subjects. The most-
related work is StyleAvatar [49], which attempts to employ
the manual features to define talking style and can capture
the dynamic change of the facial expression. However, the
manual features have limited representation ability for the
expressive facial style. And StyleTalk [24], the latest image-
warping based work, extracts speaking style from a refer-
ence video. However, it has limitations in preserving suf-
ficient style information due to the use of a flat style code,
and it fails to retain the original portrait identity.

3. Method
This paper proposes a variational style transfer model for

vivid talking avatar generation. Given a speech utterance
and a video prompt as inputs, our method generates a vivid
avatar, which reenacts the mouth movements that are syn-
chronized with the speech and takes on the facial style of
the video prompt. The proposed VAST includes a style en-
coder, a variational style enhancer, and a hybrid decoder.
The encoder and decoder realizes the zero-shot style trans-
fer with the learned flat style space. The variational style
enhancer equips the style space with complex dense distri-
bution with the normalizing flow [38] enhanced variational
autoencoder (VAE) [16, 32]. The image renderer is inspired
by StableFace [22].

To be more specific, as shown in Fig. 2, the proposed
method generates the vivid avatar with the following steps:
1) The input speech is represented as the speaker and lan-
guage independent feature phonetic posteriorgram (PPG)
[35] A = [a1, . . . ,aT ], where T is the frame length of
the PPG sequence. 2) A parametric face model Φ [48] is
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed method. Φ denotes the encoding process of the parametric face model [48] that extracts
the facial parameters. Φ′ denotes the decoding process to output mesh from the facial parameters. In training, the video
prompt and speech are paired. In inference, the video prompt can come from any source.

adopted to achieve high-level fully disentangled facial pa-
rameters (e.g., identity, expression, and pose) from the in-
put video prompt Ip = [Ip

1, . . . , I
p
N ], where N is the frame

length of the video prompt. 3) The extracted expression
X = [x1, . . . ,xN ] ∈ RN×233 is sent into a style encoder
Ep to obtain a compact style embedding s. 4) A variational
style enhancer Ev is followed to enrich the learned style
space. 5) The hybrid decoder D, including an autoregres-
sive decoder Dar and a non-autoregressive decoder Dnar,
then predicts expression X̂ that conforms with the speech
and the facial style in the video prompt. 6) X̂ and other
facial parameters of the template video are sent into the de-
coding procedure Φ′ of the face model to generate the mesh
sequence M . 7) An image renderer G is finally adopted
to synthesize photo-realistic video Î . We will describe de-
tailed designs of the proposed method in the following sub-
sections.

3.1. Style Encoder

We firstly introduce how to obtain robust facial style rep-
resentation from various video prompt. To reduce the input
complexity and remove unnecessary information, the style
representation is learned from the extracted expression se-
quence X instead of the raw video. The variable-length se-
quence X is passed through convolution and recurrent lay-
ers and then compressed as a fixed-length vector s ∈ Rds .
This structure is usually adopted in learning the embedding
for the sequence data [31]. We consider this embedding as
the style space, and sampling from this space will yield nat-
ural facial style. The facial style is compressed as a fixed-
length vector other than a variable-length sequence, since
the style in a short-length video sample hardly changes.
This style encoder is also expected to perceive speech in-
formation and fuse it with the facial style, since the speech
affects the presentation of facial style. Thus, we incorporate
PPG into the encoder.

3.2. Variational Style Enhancer

Previous works [37, 14, 18, 49] usually adopt a determin-
istic model with the mean square error (MSE) loss to pre-
dict expression from speech. This always leads to the mean
movement prediction of the training data and decreases the
expressiveness. To generate more expressive expression
other than mean movements, we design a variational style
enhancer to equip the style space with a complex distribu-
tion. We treat the style vector s as the latent variable z in
VAE [16, 32] framework with a learnable prior distribution
p(z | A). Specifically, we develop our model following the
variational lower bound of the likelihood:

ln pθ(X | A) ≥ Eqϕ(z|X,A)[ln pθ(X | z,A)] (1)

−KL(qϕ(z | X,A)∥p(z)),

where KL represents the Kullback-Leibler (KL)-
divergence. To be more specific, qϕ(z | X,A) is the
style encoder and pθ(X | z,A) is the hybrid expression
decoder. The usual choice of qϕ(z | X,A) is a diagonal
covariance Gaussian N (z | µ(X,A),σ2(X,A)I).
Normalizing Flow Enhancement. However, the diagonal
posterior in the vanilla VAE is insufficient enough to match
the true posterior [38]. In this paper, we introduce the nor-
malizing flow to enrich the diagonal posterior. We try to
pursue the full-covariance matrix instead of the diagonal
matrix in the vanilla VAE by applying a series of invertible
householder-flow (HF) [38] based transformations H(k) on
the initial latent variable z(0). After these K transforma-
tions, we can sample from a more flexible posterior z(K).
The training loss for the variational style transfer model is:

L(Ep,Ev,D) = KL(qϕ(z
(0) | X,A)||p(z(K)))

− Eqϕ(z(0)|X,A)[ln pθ(X | z(K),A)

−
K∑

k=1

ln |det ∂H(k)

∂z(k−1)
|] (2)



The second term in Eq. 2 refers to the MSE loss, and it also
leads to the mean movement problem. To further alleviate
this problem, we replace the MSE loss with an asymmet-
ric reconstruction loss [39], which helps escape the mean
movement problem and generate more detailed and expres-
sive movements. Detailed mathematical derivations of the
loss function are provided in the Sup. Mat..

3.3. Hybrid Facial Expression Decoder

To robustly generate speech-synchronized expressions,
we split the expression to speech-weakly-related parameters
and speech-strongly-related parameters, and specially de-
sign the decoder architecture. Previous methods [37, 49, 18]
usually adopt a single model to predict the expressions of
all dimensions. They neglect an important feature of hu-
man facial movements: the movements on some regions
(e.g., mouth, chin, lip) have strong relationship with speech
while movements in other regions (e.g., eyes, forehead) are
weakly-related with speech. The former movements are vi-
tal for the lip synchronization, and the prediction should
be accurate-enough. The latter movements are just sponta-
neous muscle movements that naturally inherit from previ-
ous time steps, and this prediction does not require high ac-
curacy. On the contrary, a powerful network will regress the
outputs to a mean movement. For example, 90% eye-related
parameters are recorded as eye-open state in the training
data, a powerful network trained on such data will always
generate eye-open results. Therefore, a hybrid decoder is
adopted to separately predict these two types of movements.
Facial Expression Categorization. Since not all expres-
sions [48] are defined with physical meaning of facial
movements, we start by exploring which expressions are
strongly and weakly correlated with speech. Such corre-
lations are computed as the vertex offset around the mouth
region. For each expression parameter defined by the face
model [48], we record the maximum vertex offset caused by
the parameter changing within a certain range. The larger
offset it causes, the stronger correlation it has with speech.
We empirically select an appropriate offset threshold to split
these parameters into speech-weekly-related xwk ∈ R148

and speech-strongly-related parameters xst ∈ R85.
Autoregressive Decoder. For Xwk (sequence of xwk),
an autoregressive model Dar with a simple architecture of
long short-term memory network (LSTM) [10] is adopted
since it is biased to learn the dependency of data itself across
time. The autoregressive model also specializes in genera-
tion with weakly-related control signal [41]. We employ
PPG as the condition of this prediction, and PPG is masked
with dropout [34] to manually prevent overfitting the spuri-
ous correlation. This prediction can be formulated as:

x̂wk
t = Dar(xwk

1:t−1,DP(a1:t−1), s), (3)

where DP is the dropout function.

Non-Autoregressive Decoder. For Xst (sequence of xst),
a non-autoregressive model Dnar with the architecture
of Transformer [43] is adopted for higher accuracy and
greater semantic modeling ability. Several Transformer
blocks are stacked to encode the input features of PPG and
broadcast-repeated style embedding. Unlike other methods
[18, 49, 37] predicting one-frame expression using multiple
speech frames as input, we directly treat this prediction as a
sequence-to-sequence task for better movement coherence:

X̂
st

= Dnar(A, s). (4)

The design of hybrid decoder has no influence on the train-
ing loss and VAST is still optimized by Eq. 2.

3.4. Image Renderer

The final module of our method is a photorealistic image
renderer G. The renderer takes the mesh images M de-
coded by the face model [48] as input, and synthesizes por-
trait images Î . The synthesized images match the shape and
expression details of M , and are inpainted with the same
appearance of the template video. We adopt L1 pixel-wise
loss and the perceptual VGG loss [15] for image reconstruc-
tion:

Lrec(G) = ∥Î − I∥1 +VGG(Î, I), (5)

where I is the ground-truth images, and VGG(Î, I)
denotes the L2 loss of features extracted by VGG net-
work [29].

To improve the image quality and facial details, we em-
ploy the conditional generative adversarial (cGAN) loss
[12] to train a discriminator D and the generator G. The
ground-truth images I with its corresponding mesh images
M are annotated as the real sample pair, while the gener-
ated images Î and M are the fake. The loss functions can
be written as:

LcGAN (G,D) = EM ,A,I [logD(M , I)] (6)
+ EM ,A[log(1−D(M ,G(M ,A))]

To improve the consistency across the consecutive frames,
we adopt a U-Net structure as [37] the basic backbone for G
and enhance it with LSTM [10] layer. Different from [37,
18], the speech feature A is also taken as input to improve
the speech-lip synchronization in the synthesized video.

The generator and discriminator are optimized by:

G∗,D = argmin
G

max
D

LcGAN (G,D) + Lrec(G). (7)

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

Dataset. Four datasets are leveraged: 1) GRID dataset [5]:
a high-quality video corpus with the neutral talking style,
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Figure 3: Qualitative comparison results on GRID dataset. ATVG [2] produces blurry images. MakeItTalk [33] and Wav2Lip
[28] generate wrong lip movements in cases. The video prompt to provide style for our method is randomly selected from
other videos of the avatars that are intended to be synthesized.

Table 1: Quantitative comparison resuls on GRID dataset. M-Sync: MOS for synchronization. M-Nat: MOS for naturalness.

Method CPBD↑ SSIM↑ FID↓ LMD↓ LMD-m↓ Sync-Dist↓ Sync-Conf↑ WER↓ M-Sync↑ M-Nat↑

GT 0.2650 - - 0 0 6.959 7.039 0.067 4.65 4.72
ATVG [2] 0.068 0.830 56.4 2.738 2.707 8.031 5.434 0.633 3.69 3.55
MakeItTalk [33] 0.1825 0.810 38.2 2.593 2.807 10.138 3.446 0.733 3.52 3.61
Wav2Lip [28] 0.1174 0.946 22.6 1.616 1.760 6.472 8.038 0.500 3.84 3.82
VAST 0.2265 0.922 21.0 1.444 1.479 6.656 7.571 0.233 4.53 4.38

recorded in laboratory conditions. We adopt the speaker s1
and s25 in this work. 2) Ted-HD [49]: a 6-hour dataset col-
lected from the Ted website. It contains 60 speakers with di-
verse and natural talking styles, but without any manual an-
notation. 3) Obama dataset: a single-speaker audio-visual
dataset with a neutral broadcasting style. We collect 30-
minute Obama Weekly Address videos following [36]. 4)
HDTF [52]: a high-resolution in-the-wild video dataset, 10-
minute video clips of two speakers are selected.

Implementation Details. The original videos are down-
sampled to 25fps, cropped for talking faces [1] and resized
to 256 × 256 pixels. The prepared images are sent into
the parametric face model [48] for facial parameters ex-
traction. To obtain robust representation of speech PPG,
we pretrain an acoustic model [8] with a large amount of
easily-available speech corpora. The speech is sampled at
16kHz. Filter banks of 80 dimensions with a sliding win-
dow of 40ms width and 20ms frame shift are utilized as the

inputs of the acoustic model. The frame rates of PPG and
facial expression are different in training, thus we adopt the
interpolation operation [6] to align the audio and visual fea-
tures to the same length N . We adopt a two-step procedure
to train the variational style transfer model and image ren-
derer. For the style transfer model, we adopt 80 percent of
GRID and Ted-HD data for training with the loss defined
in Eq. 2. These two datasets are mixed together without
any identity label. For the renderer module, GRID, Obama
and HDTF datasets are separately utilized for training the
person-specific avatars to visualize the vivid predicted ex-
pression.

Compared Methods. Two tasks are performed in our ex-
periments: the authenticity task, which evaluates lip syn-
chronization and image quality, and the expressiveness
task, which evaluates the effectiveness of transferred style
onto the synthesized avatar. For the authenticity evalua-
tion, we compare our method with state-of-the-art audio-
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison results on Obama and HDTF datasets. The video prompts are sampled from the Ted-HD
and HDTF datasets with styles like exciting-lecture (left female) and talk-show (right male). Our method is more like the
facial style of the video prompts. Bigger mouth opening at vowels (e.g. /ei/ in make), tighter mouth shut at consonants (e.g.
/m/ in them), and even biting the lip (e.g. /v/ in very) for our method.

Table 2: Expressiveness comparisons on Obama dataset.
Dvt: the diversity metric [30]. all: expressions of all di-
mensions. st: speech-strongly-related expressions. Ori: ex-
pressions from the original Obama video.

Metric Ori NVP StyleAvatar EAMM VAST Prompt

Dvt-X ↑ 22.35 20.81 24.25 25.92 26.72 29.33
Dvt-Xst ↑ 27.49 23.96 30.42 31.12 36.32 36.15
MOS ↑ - 3.78 3.60 3.40 4.12 -

driven works which mainly focus on speech-lip synchro-
nization. ATVG [2] generates video conditioned on the
facial landmarks with dynamically adjustable pixel-wise
loss and an attention mechanism. MakeItTalk [33] dis-
entangles the content and speaker information to capture
speaker-aware dynamics. Wav2Lip [28] accurately morphs
the lip movements of arbitrary identities with an expert lip-
sync discriminator. For the expressiveness evaluation, we
choose the code-available works that are related with the
template-editing pipeline [37, 49] and expressiveness mod-
eling [49, 13]. NVP [37] presents a novel audio-driven face
reenactment approach that is generalized among different

audio sources. Another compared method is StyleAvatar
[49]. Since the original StyleAvatar synthesizes images of
poor quality, for fair comparison, we retain the style code
design in StyleAvatar and use our renderer to generate full
portrait images. We also compare with EAMM [13], which
generates emotional talking faces by involving an emotion
source video.

Objective Metrics. We compute several objective met-
rics that have been widely adopted in previous works
[2, 37, 18] to evaluate the image quality and lip synchro-
nization. CPBD [25] evaluates the sharpness and FID [9]
measures the realness of images. SSIM [46] measure the
reconstruction quality of images. LMD denotes the average
distance of all landmarks [1] on faces between the ground-
truth and synthesized images, while LMD-m only calcu-
lates the mouth-region landmarks. To remove the head pose
influence when calculating LMD, the Umeyama algorithm
[40] is introduced for landmark normalization. Sync-Dist
and Sync-Conf [4] are employed to score the speech-lip
synchronization performance. WER (word error rate) [4]
measures the accuracy of lip reading from videos.

Subjective Metrics. To evaluate the perceptual quality and



Table 3: MOS and diversity [30] results for ablation study. The modules are removed from left to right step by step.

Metric VAST w/o HF w/o Ev w/o s w/o Dar

Speech-Lip Sync ↑ 3.89±0.21 3.82±0.19 3.86±0.22 3.49±0.21 3.42±0.22
Expressiveness & Richness ↑ 4.12±0.15 4.09±0.16 4.05±0.20 3.93±0.15 3.78±0.16
Overall Naturalness ↑ 4.20±0.14 4.06±0.16 4.22±0.14 3.98±0.17 4.07±0.19
Diversity-X ↑ 26.72 26.53 25.80 21.06 20.81

 Video
Prompt

VAST w/o w/o w/o w/o

Figure 5: Qualitative result for ablation on HDTF dataset.
The avatar is speaking /ei/ of pray.

expressiveness on generated videos, mean opinion score
(MOS) tests are conducted in this work. Fifteen participants
with proficient English ability are invited in these tests, and
they are asked to give a score from 1 (worst) to 5 (best)
on the test videos towards different aspects: speech-lip syn-
chronization, expressiveness, overall naturalness.

4.2. Authenticity Evaluation

Qualitative Comparison. The qualitative comparison re-
sults with other methods is shown in Fig. 3. With the same
speech input, we randomly select several frames synthe-
sized by different methods and assign these frames with the
words or phonemes that are being spoken. By zooming in
on the images, we can find that other methods produce blur
images, especially for the mouth and teeth regions. The
proposed method produces sharp details, which are closer
to the ground-truth images. The proposed method also gen-
erates highly speech-synchronized lip movements. When
the avatar is speaking the voiceless consonants (e.g. /p/ in
place), the mouth can be shut tightly. When it comes to the
vowels (e.g. /ai/ in white, /e/ in set), the lip movement is
more expressive.
Quantitative Comparison. The quantitative comparison
results are presented in Table 1. Compared with other meth-
ods, our method achieves competitive performance on im-
age quality, although the renderer architecture is not spe-
cially designed. In terms of speech-lip synchronization,

it can be observed that Sync-Dist and Sync-Conf by our
method are close to the ground-truth. It should be noticed
that Wav2Lip directly adopts SyncNet [4] as its discrimina-
tor, thus gains better results on this metric by design. Our
method obtains the lowest LMD and LMD-m, which proves
that our method generates lip movements of the highest ac-
curacy. These two metrics are actually more reliable and
objectively fair, since they simply calculate the landmark
mean error. The lowest WER result achieved by our method
also proves the accurate lip movement generation.
Subjective Comparison. The subjective comparison re-
sults are presented in Table 1. The proposed VAST has
achieved the best performance on both lip synchronization
and overall naturalness.

4.3. Expressiveness Evaluation

Qualitative Comparison. The qualitative comparison re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4. Our method is able to generate
more exaggerated and expressive facial movements. The
avatar can grin and open the mouth with a larger ampli-
tude. The wrinkles around the mouth region are deeper,
which indicates that the muscle movements are more pow-
erful and the expression around the cheek are richer. NVP
opens the mouth only in a small range. StyleAvatar opens
the mouth slightly bigger, since it actually introduces a bias
signal (mean and variance of the reference video) to the gen-
eration process. EAMM generates exaggerated expressions
but bad visual results. The proposed approach can produce
more vivid movements compared with other methods.
Quantitative Comparison. We adopt the diversity metric
to estimate the expressiveness of facial movements, which
has been widely adopted in the gesture and dance generation
field [19, 11, 20, 30]. We compute the average Euclidean
distance of the generated expression sequences. This met-
ric reflects the variation of the sequence [11]. The diver-
sity of all-dimension expressions X and speech-strongly-
related expressions Xst are respectively computed. As il-
lustrated in Table 2, NVP obtains the lowest diversity, since
it directly predicts facial expression from audio and is op-
timized by the MSE loss. Such a deterministic model al-
ways regresses to an average output, leading to deficient ex-
pressiveness. StyleAvatar achieves higher diversity due to
the residual information it introduces with the style codes.
Our method significantly outperforms the baselines, and the
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Figure 6: Visualization of the learned style embedding.

speech-related diversity has been improved greatly.
Subjective Comparison. The subjective comparison on ex-
pressiveness is presented in the last row of Table 2. The
proposed VAST has achieved the best performance on ex-
pressiveness compared with state-of-the-art methods, with
at least 14.4% relative improvement.

4.4. Ablation Study

Qualitative Result. We present the qualitative result for ab-
lation in Fig. 5. It can be observed that VAST with complete
designed modules achieves accurate lip movements when
speaking /ei/, and also transfers the most similar facial style
from the video prompt. The mesh results in the second row
are easier to observe the advantage of our method.
Subjective Evaluation & Diversity Metric. To verify the
effectiveness of the designed modules, we extensively con-
duct MOS test on the synthesized videos. We randomly
select 50 videos for test, 10 videos for each category. The
MOS results are shown in Table 3. The proposed method
achieves the highest scores in the terms of speech-lip syn-
chronization and expressiveness & richness. Without the
variational style enhancer Ev , the expressiveness has a sig-
nificant drop. The normalizing flow module HF proves to
perceptibly benefit the VAE posterior, which is consistent
with the theoretical design [38]. The style embedding s
proves to be crucial for lip sync, since it provides the resid-
ual information that cannot be predicted from the speech
input. The absence of the autoregressive decoder Dar also
leads to the performance drop. This indicates that catego-
rizing the facial expressions and introducing the specific in-
ductive bias for Xwk are practical and effective. We also
notice that these modules have less influence on the overall
naturalness because the template-editing pipeline has guar-
anteed the naturalness and realness of synthesized videos.
Visualization of Style Space. Since the designed varia-
tional style transfer model tends to learn a more meaningful
latent space, we visualize the latent embeddings. MEAD
[44] dataset is introduced here to provide emotion labels,
and five emotions are selected. We extract expressions from
MEAD and obtain the style embeddings generated by the
style encoder and variational style enhancer. The t-SNE al-

NVP

VAST

Figure 7: Failed cases of the image renderer when the style
is too exaggerated.

gorithm [42] is utilized to reduce the data dimension and
plot it onto the 2D plane. As shown in Fig. 6, the em-
beddings obtained without the variational style enhancer are
mingled in chaos, while the variational module contributes
to more organized clusters of different emotions. It demon-
strates that introducing variational style enhancer results in
meaningful representation learning. Although the proposed
model has never been trained on any emotion-labeled data,
it explores and summarizes the semantic relationships be-
tween facial expressions and emotions in an unsupervised
manner, and generalizes to MEAD dataset.

4.5. Limitations

Although the proposed method can transfer arbitrary fa-
cial style to the neutral avatar, there exists bad cases. As
shown in Fig. 7, the avatar synthesized by our method has
noticeable artifacts around the mouth region. Since the ren-
derer in VAST is not specially designed and the data for
training the renderer lacks expressiveness, our method may
synthesize some blur results when the video prompt has too
exaggerated style. A renderer with more powerful structure
trained on a wider range of data may solve this issue.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes VAST, a zero-shot facial style trans-

fer method for generating vivid talking avatars. VAST
learns a discriminative and meaningful facial style repre-
sentation from arbitrary video prompts using a style encoder
and a variational style enhancer. A hybrid facial expression
decoder is employed to transfer this representation onto a
neutral avatar with high authenticity and rich expressive-
ness. Qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the
superiority of VAST over the state-of-the-art methods.
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